
THE MAGIC OF THINKING RICH DAY-7 SUMMARY (ENGLISH)

The Magic of Thinking Rich Season-4 Day 7 by Coach BSR starts with the testimonial
videos, BSR Sir’s achievements, the Philosophy, and all information on page
https://www.askbsr.com/live in detail.

YouTube live link, Free Webinars, Morning Meditation link, Become a Volunteer,
Contribute and Donate, Summary, Free courses & Gifts, Contests and winners,
Testimonial videos, Mission, Social Media Handles etc.

visit Page https://www.askbsr.com/live for all the above information and stay up
to date.

BSR starts the session with celebration followed by his Signature Move “Shake your
body and say YES”. BSR Sir says thanks to everyone for their time watching live and
advice to spread Love and Happiness all around.

BSR Sir explains the biggest challenge in everyone's life is “giving excuses”. We make it
a habit and it acts like the biggest disease that restricts us from growth. The things get
postponed and time runs away. Sir tells everyone to stop giving excuses.

https://www.askbsr.com/live
https://www.askbsr.com/live


BSR Sir starts Day-7 with sharing his experience about self realization through
meditation and how he became the pioneer of his 90 days challenge “The Commando
Training”. This is based on the power formula to reprogram the Subconscious Mind. It’s
90:90:1. That means the first 90 minutes of the day for 90 days just focus on 1 thing.
Focus on Mindset, Self Development.

90:90:1 - For 90 days,The first 90 minutes of the day, focus only on 1 thing that
is Mindset / Self Development

BSR Sir explained that our Subconscious Mind(SCM) is by default lazy, hence it
constantly gives excuses of not doing any work. The Conscious Mind gives command to
the Subconscious Mind. When we keep a morning alarm and it rings, our Conscious
mind is weak at that time and the Subconscious Mind commands the Conscious Mind to
keep an alarm on snooze.

For self development to Program the Subconscious Mind, BSR Sir thought and came up
with an idea. He made a group of 100 best students and decided to start a challenge of
getting up at 4 AM, reading books, watching inspiring videos within the group for 90
days and the special Challenge is named as The Commando Challenge. Sir was
surprised to see this work and repeated with more batches.



BSR Sir says he could achieve success in getting up early by programming the
Subconscious Mind with the power of SANGAT AADAT & GURU.

“SANGAT”(company) is a group of positive like minded people, “AADAT” (habit) of
performing the daily rituals with the “GURU”(teacher) in his guidance to achieve a
common Goal. This is how Commando Training has evolved to transform the lives of
the people under the guidance of our Guru BSR Sir.

BSR in his unique style shares the Role Model story, how a child selects his role model
and the parents are unaware about the programming of their child’s subconscious mind.

An example of the Two Lions fight compared to feeding a positive mind or negative
mind that wins clearly explains our current situation in day to day life.

Reason when the Law of Attraction(LOA) doesn't Work for You:

BSR Sir explains the Law of universe how the order is perceived by the Universe.
There is no Coincidence, there is only co-creation. Understanding the  LOA,
Universe and You yourself placing order, the SCM perceiving according to it’s laws and
processing to give the output. You will miss everything that you do not use. This is the
Law of the Universe(LOU).

BSR Sir reminds the Law of Attraction (LOA) fact shared in the previous day 6, as “I
Am Responsible”. That means anything that is happening in our life, we are
responsible and anything we desire in life but fail to achieve or receive, again we are
responsible. We attract what we order Subconsciously. BSR Sir also explained about
the Law of Attraction and how it works. Law of attraction says that our subconscious
mind can attract anything and everything.

Knowledge = power, and not everyone shares this knowledge with the people which is
right.



The Universe provides what you deserve, hence place the right order in front of  the
Universe. It tests you by giving certain challenges like financial or other and tells to
increase the volume of your container, increase your potential.

BSR Sir explains in detail for better understanding of the topic. Whatever we think,
Visualize, Vocalise that Actualize. We unknowingly attract that wrong Order LOA doesn't
work according to our Conscious Mind, it works as per our SCM. Daily invest 1-2 hours
on training the SCM and  rest 22-23 hours on Conscious Mind’s activities.

Learn to give the Right Order: Sir explains with the radio tuning frequency example
and the power of words, the power of thoughts in the line of the new composed song of
The Magic of Thinking Rich, “Sochne se Brahmaand bhi aata harkat mein”.Become
super and powerful by Mastering your Mind and Thoughts.

BSR Sir shares examples of how SCM attracts wrong commands during a plane crash.
Hence advice to watch only positive things or news especially before going to sleep.
Don't watch Crime series.

Where focus goes, energy flows, FOCUS=RESULTS

Sir also shares the example of Washington DC, where to reduce crime, 6000 people
meditated and gave blessings. The crime rate reduced by 23.3 % after this.Again Sir
mentions the power of SANGAT, AADAT, GURU..

Important Announcement:
BSR Sir happily and proudly announces the official attempt of the World Record on
5th of September, on the Teachers Day where 2.5 Lakhs of viewers must watch
within 1 hour of time.

Sir requests all his people to support him in the mission and share with maximum
people.The session will be from  7:30 to 8:30 PM on Time management.
Requests all to support.



“IF YOU SUPPORT THE WORLD SELFLESSLY, THE WHOLE UNIVERSE
SUPPORTS YOU ENDLESSLY”



All information on page https://www.askbsr.com/live

Day 8 will reveal the right technique of placing your order to the Universe.

BSR Sir ends Day 7 session with the gratitude message and amazing
celebration on the powerful songs of The Magic of Thinking Rich “Kya
soch raha hai soch zara tu kab badlega..” and  “Ho ja nidar, ban ja
nidar…”

Thank You

https://www.askbsr.com/live



